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arkets are generally viewed as the “web of relationships
between buyers, sellers, and products that are involved
in an exchange.”] They can be defined in several ways
according to a number of criteria. For example, markets
can be local, regional, national, or global. They may be relatively
open or closed to entry. They may be more or less competitive, and
they may be restricted or not in the kinds of products and services
exchanged. Finally, markets can encompass exchange relationships
that are momentary or that endure over time and space.
A market’s form affects the way it functions and how it meets
national economic and social needs. In capitalist societies, the
market system, for the most part, manages economic activity,
coordinating supply and demand and allocating goods and services. To the extent that market structure reflects perfect competi tion—i.e., each producer selects the factors of production that
will maximize profits; each consumer maximizes preferences;
and perfect information is available to all—the market system
will distribute goods and services in the most economically efficient fashion.
Rarely, however, are all these conditions met. Producers and
consumers are limited in their abilities to find, process, and use
information in their decisionmaking processes.2 Few markets are

True e/ecVonic
commerce is in its
in fanc~ but the
government may need
to take steps to further
assess its market

1 Peter Steiner, “Markets and Industries,” ln!ernational Encyclopedia of Social Scien( e (Nw }’t)rk, NY Macmillan, 1968), vol. 9, pp. 571-581.

implications.

2 As a result, indi~ ldual acmms will, according to Herbert Simon, “be intendedly ratlmal but (ml y I imitedly so.’” Hcrh’rt A. Sim(m, Adrn/nisrra/i\e Beha}’ior (New York, NY:

Macmillan, 1961 ).
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competitive in the classic sense; that is, comprised
of buyers and sellers who are unable to influence
market events. Most large modern corporations
have considerable leverage in the marketplace.
They can structure market relationships through
their competitive strategies; influence preferences
and tastes through marketing and advertising; determine the nature and quality of labor through
their work organization and labor management;
and help to define the economic rules of the game
through lobbying and political activities.3
Markets diverge from the theoretical ideal because of economic, social, and political factors;
they do not exist independent of their circumstances. Markets are historical phenomena, having emerged and evolved at a particular time and
under a set of social and economic circumstances.4 Markets are embedded in cultural, so-

cial, and institutional environments and operate in
the context of these environments.s
The government helps to establish markets in a
number of ways. At a fundamental level, it determines the social activities of the marketplace, as
well as which commodities are bought and sold.
Government also defines economic actors—proprietors, workers, and corporations-by establishing and enforcing their rights and obligations,
the rules by which they interact, and the means
they use for exchange. 6 These decisions are of major importance; they determine the economic opportunities for business, as well as the efficiency
and performance of the economy as a whole.7
Government decisions about the market are not
cast in stone, however. They need to be reevaluated to accommodate the changing business environment. Communication and information tech-

3

See Fred Block, Post industrial Possibilities: A Critique oj’Economic’Dlsciourse (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1990); and
Charles E. Lindblom, Politics andhlarkets: The World’s Politica/-Economic Sysfems (New York, NY: Basic Books, 1977).
4 For the Marke( system 1() enlerge

and

pre&)minate required the secularization of society, the establ ishment of Pr(V-fiY rights that ‘ere ‘

ree

from feudal obligations, and the division of society into groups and rankings that, while based on economic interest, permitted social mobility.
States and other ruling powers played a major role in establishing these conditions. They were responsible for breaking down the feudal system
and bringing large temtories under physical control. In addition, they established property rights; a comrn(m currency; and a reliable system of
banking, investment, and contracts. They also eliminated internal market barriers. Fordiscussions, see Karl Polanyi, The Great Transjimnalion:
The Politl<al and Economic Origins oj’Our Time (Cambridge, MA; Harvard University Press, 1986); Femand Braudei, The Wheels oj Commerce, Cit’i/irarion and Capira/ism 15[h-/8fh Century, vol. 2 (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1992); Albert O. Hirschman, The
Passions and~he Interesls: Po/itica/Argunlents jtir Capi/a/isn] llejtire 1!s Triumph (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977); and Randall Collins, “Weber’s Last Theory of Capitalism: A Systematization,”m Mark Granovetter and Richard Swedberg (eds. ), 7’he Soc/o/ogy of
Economic Llje (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1992).
s

Every economic transaction—however fleeting< ntails interaction and, therefore, requires a contextual basis for its interpretation. Thus,
if the market itself is to function, economic participants must act in accordance with some agreed-upon norms of behavior such as honesty and
fairness. See, for discussions, Talcott parsons, 7’he Slrucfure oj”Stjcia/Acfion, w)]. ] (New York, Ny: me Free press, 1949), and Enli]e Durk.
heim, trans. by W.D. Halls, The Di\ision oj’Lubor in Society (New York, NY: The Free Press, 1984).
6As descrl~d by Friedland ~d R()~fis()n: “me contest over property rights is not one that is played out in the nlarket, but in regulatory
agencies, law courts, and legislatures. To understand how individuals work to maximize utility—the hostile takeover, dual classes of st(d,
‘golden parachutes’ granting executives certain benefits in the event of a takeover, due process rights for employees, prenotif]cation of w(whcrs
in the event of plant closings, requirements that developers abs(wb public infrastructural costs, or environmental impact statements- rcqu ires
that we bring power, and hence the state, from the margins of ecommlic analysis 10 the very center. Because property rights attach to categories
of actors and actions, some of the most important exercises of power involve the defense of transfornlation of systems of economic classificatitm, the ways in which people construe, categorize, and measure economic activity.” R~~ger Friedland and A.F. R(bmtson, “Beyond the Marketplace,” in Roger Friedland and A.F. Robertson, Beyondrhe Marketplace: Rethinking Economy and.!iociety (New York, NY: Aldine de Gruyler, 1992), p. 10.
7
See Ilwglas C. N(mth, Institutions, Institutional Change, and Economit Perjtirmance (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press,
1990). See also, Joseph Stiglitz, “Social Abs{)rpti(m Capability and lnmwati(m,” CEPR Publication No. 292, Center for Ec(m(m~ic Ptd]cy Research, Stanford, CA, November 1991.
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nologies define relationships among economic
actors and the ways the market is structured to
conduct businesses
In the past, when contacts and communications
were limited, manufacturers produced on a small
scale and out-sourced their marketing operations
to middlemen—such as shippers, financiers, jobbers, transporters, insurers, brokers, and retailers—who brokered information as well as goods.
There was little need for market regulation to preserve competition. Only at the end of the 19th century—with the development of transportation, the
growth of interstate commerce, and the rise of the
vertically integrated firm-was the federal government called on to establish national market
rules and regulations (see box 7-1 ).
Today, communication and information networks are again reconfiguring the business environment. Serving as the infrastructure for electronic commerce, these technologies are already
an integral part of many businesses. When networked for business, these technologies contribute to economic growth by reducing transaction
costs, By channeling the flow of information and
structuring economic interaction and exchange,
they will partially determine who will reap the
benefits.
True electronic commerce is in its infancy, but
the government may need to take steps to further
assess its market implications. Like electronic
networks, social and economic institutions follow
a set course, making it difficult to reorganize rela-

tionships after the fact.9The government could: 1 )
establish a commission that will investigate the
implications of electronic commerce for future
market rules and regulations; and 2) restructure
the organization for communications decisionmaking to ensure that the economic and market
implications of communication and information
technologies are adequately considered.

OPTION A: Establish a Congressional
Commission To Investigate the
Implications of Electronic Commerce for
Future Market Rules and Regulations
Building on the tradition of common law. U.S.
laws and the legal system that acts to interpret
them have proven to be remarkably resilient over
time and in dealing with major social and economic change. For example, the intellectual property
provisions provided in the Constitution, although
originally for print media, have been extended
over two centuries to incorporate an array of new
communication and information technologies 10
(see box 7-2). Similarly, the Communications Act
of 1934, which established national goals for radio and telephone, has survived despite technology convergence and a rash of new communication
and information products and services (see box
7-3),
Incremental legal and institutional adjustments
have provided acceptable responses to evolutionary changes in technology and the economy in the

@ee Richard DuBoff, ‘.~e T~]~graph in Nineteenth Century America. Technology and M(m~@yt “ Cornpara!l\’e Stufflcs In Soc\et> find
Ilf$tor}, ~ol. 26, October 1984. pp. 57 I -586, and JOAnne Yates, “T%e Telegraph’s Effect (m Nineteenth Century Markets and Fim~s,” Bi(.$lne$.$
and L’( (moml(’ tiI Tlor>. -~d ser. I s ( 1986), pp. 149-163.
‘)As cicscrih’d by P(JwcII and DiMaggio: “Institutional arrangements are reproduced because indi~ iduals often cannot even c(mcclve of
appropriate :iltcmatlt es (or because the) regard as unrealistic the alternatives (hey can imagine). [nstituti(ms do not just constrain (~pti(ms, they
establish the very crikm by which people discokw their prefixncix. In other words, strew of the most ]mpmant sunk C(WS art cogn]iivc .“ Sw
Walter W. PtJwcll and Paul J. DiMaggi(l (eds. ). 7’he ,VeM lnrtl(l(flon(]/l~r~] In Or~anl;atlm(l/ Ana/].$~,\ (Chicagt~, IL The University of Chic:igo
press. 199 I), pp. 1 ()- I I. See alsf~ N{mth, op. c]t., fo(mote” 7.
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In the early years of the American republic, business activities were regulated by the states With the
growth of interstate commerce, the federal government was increasingly called on to establish national
rules and regulations to govern business activities The federal government had the Constitutional authority
to assume this role under the interstate commerce clause and the 14th amendment, which was broadly interpreted to include corporations within its due process provisions Despite its clear authority, however, the
federal government was somewhat reluctant to act, it neither wanted to offend state governments nor to
undermine the institution of private property

1

Under these circumstances, businesses were relatively free to fend for themselves And fend they did
The exceptional growth that characterized the period from the end of the Civil War to the turn of the century
was accompanied by fierce competition, Growth in economic activity gave rise to overproduction, which
led in turn to three severe economic downturns, from 1873 to 1877, 1885 to 1887, and 1893 to 1897 In this
economic climate, the rate of business failure was exceedingly high To survive, businesses employed
whatever measures they could—including cartels and other pooling arrangements, predatory pricing, or
direct control through horizontal mergers-despite their blatantly anticompetitive nature 2
It was in this context that the federal government came under strong pressure to Intervene Middle-class
reformers, describing themselves as “progressives, ” opposed the concentration of economic power, and
called on government to control corporate abuses and to take posit we steps to reduce the negative Impacts
of rapid industrialization and urbanization. Farmers and others Iiving in the West accused big business,
especially the oil companies and railroads, of price gouging In addition, labor, now emerging as a movement in its own right, became increasingly critical of business3
The political climate, which once provided unquestioned support for business, had clearly changed But
despite the public outcry against big business, few people were certain about what the role of government,
in relationship to business and the marketplace, should be This issue, which dominated American politics
from the turn of the century until World War II, continues to reverberate today

1 Nell Fllgstein, The Transformation of Corporate CorWo/ (Cambridge, MA Harvard Unwerslty Press, 1990)
Louis Galambos and Joseph Pratt, The R/se of fhe Corporale Cornrnonwea/(h L/ S Bu.smess and Pukdlc Po/Icy m [he Twen(le(h
Century (New York, NY Basic Books, 1989)
2

3 Ibl(j
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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To provide an incentive for the creation and dissemination of scientific information and creative works,
the Founding Fathers Included a specific clause in the Constitution (Section 1, Article 8, clause 8) authorizing Congress to establish Intellectual property rights Rights granted under the first copyright act of 1790
corresponded to the capabilities of the printing press, these were the rights to print, reprint, publish, and
vend a writing During the 19th and 20th centuries intellectual property rights were gradually extended and
expanded to take into account the development of new kinds of information technologies The “right to perform” was first granted in 1856 for dramatic compositions, and in 1897 it was applied to musical compositions In 1909, Congress granted musical compositions a “mechanical recording right, ” at which time the
duration of copyright was also lengthened from 14 to 28 years, and on renewal, to 56 years In 1976, the term
of copyright was extended to the Iife of the author plus 50 years, in 1980, copyright was extended to cover
computer software and in 1984 chip masks were provided protection under the Semiconductor Chip
Protection Act
As Intellectual property rights were extended to Incorporate new technologies, the issue of how to bound
these rights repeatedly reemerged Although one of the primary purposes of Intellectual property rights was
to promote free and competitive markets the continual expansion of rights has sometimes had the opposite

effect Striking the appropriate balance between Intellectual property protection and the need for information access iS a difficult task that continues to challenge policymakers today
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1994
—

The flexibility of the law and role of the courts in Interpreting it

IS

well Illustrated in the case of the Radio

Acts of 1912 and 1927 and the Communications Act of 1934, which—incorporating the radio acts—formally
established national communication goals for broadcasting and telephony The standard set for broadcasting to serve the public interest convenience or necessity” was stated so vaguely as to leave room for
compromise So too was the goal for prowding “so far as possible, to all the people of the United State, a

rapid efficient Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities
at reasonable charges” for this definition did not provide criteria for defining adequacy and reasonableness Although from 1976 to 1980 Congress did reevaluate communication policy goals these efforts to
revise the 1934 Communications Act failed for lack of consensus As a result, in recent years—in the absence of clearly defined and consistent goals—-natlonal communication policy i S often set by the courts
SOURCE
I
L ––—-

Office

of Technology Assessment 1994
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past. But this approach may not be suitable today,
given the structural changes taking place in the
world economy. 11 In fact, if small adaptive
changes merely provide temporary relief to U.S.
economic problems, they could mask the need for
the more radical adjustments needed to sustain
economic performance over the long term. 12 In
this regard, the rules and regulations governing
market structure and market interactions will be
critical, as well as the cost and availability of information. These arrangements determine transaction costs and, hence, the incentive structure
that drives economic behavior; they also define
the scope and form that markets take. 13

Many of the rules and regulations for economic
interactions in the United States were established
in the last half of the 19th century for a national
market that prompted the growth of large, vertically integrated firms. 14 The policies that the government then selected to cope with those developments, however, stem as much from U.S. political
culture as from the events themselves. 15 Americans are fierce supporters of a free-market, competitive economy. 16 At the turn of the century,
when the government acted against the abuses of
large businesses, it did so in a uniquely American,
pro-market fashion. 17 America’s preference ‘or
competitive market solutions is demonstrated in

I I As Andrew Scht)tter has pf)]nted Out: “Ectm(m~ic and social systems evolve the way species do. T() ensure their survival and growth, they
must solve a whole set of problems that arise as the systems evolve. Each problem creates the need for some adaptive feature, that is, a social
instltuti(m. Every evo]uti(mary economic problem requires a social instituti(m to solve it. . . .Those societies that create the proper set of social
instituti(ms survive and fl(wrish; those that dt) not, falter and die. The distressing fact is that what is functi(mal to meet today’s problems may be
t(~tally inadequate in meeting the tests our society faces tomorrow. ” Andrew Schotter, 7’/re Theory oj SocM/ /ns~ifu/ions (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1981 ), pp. I -2.
I ~ AS described by po]anyl: “A nation nlay ~ handicapwd in its s[mgg]e for survival by the fact that itS institutions, or sonle of thenl~ “lOng
to a type that happens to be on the downgrade-the gold standard in World War 11 was an instance of such an antiquated outfit. Countries, on the
other hand, which, for reasons of their own are opposed to the status quo, would be quick to disc(wer the weaknesses of the existing instituti(mal
t~rder and anticipate the creati(m of institutions better adapted to their interests. ” Karl P(~lanyi, The Greal Transjbrmalion: The Po/ifica/ and
E(onomic Origins oj Our lime (Bt)st(m, MA” Beacon Press, 1957), p. 28.
Is As described by N()~h: ‘.lnstltutions provide the sb-ucture for exchange that (together with the technology employed) determines the cost
of transacting and the cost of transf(mnation. How well institutions solve the problems of c(~)rdinati(m and production is detemlined by the
rm)tivatitm of the players (their utility functi(ms), the complexity of the envirtmment, and the ability of the players to decipher and order the
envir(mment (measurement and enforcement ).” North, op. cit., footnote 7, p. 34.
I ~ See A]fred Chand]er, The v’lsib/e /fand: The Managerial Re\’o/u!ion in American Business (Cambridge, MA: Harvard university %ess,
1977); and James Beniger, 7-he Control Resolution: Technology and the Economic Origins oj’the Information Sotiety (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1986).
I f see for dlscussl{)ns of [he effects of culture on instituti(ms and t)rganizati(ms, John W. Meyer and Brian Rt)wan, “lnstituti(malized Organizati(ms: Fomlal Structure as Myth and Ceremony,” in Powell and DiMaggio (eds. ), op. cit., f(x)mote 9; Fred Block, Posfindustrla/ Possibi/i/ies: A Crlrique o-l Economic Discourse (Berkeley, CA: University of Cal ifomia Press, 1990); and Neil Fligstein, 7’he Trans@ma~ion oj Corporare Control (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990), pp. 53-55.
16

A5 (_ja]an,~)5 and ~a[t de5cribe: “what did vibrate

through Arnerlca

was

praise for the creator of

new Ventures, whether on the

faml, in

transpwtatiim, or in manufacturing and c(mmerce. The materialistic culture was translated into specific pol itical improvements when the states
and h~cal ities suppmted internal improvements, encouraged resource use, eased the nmte to inc(qx)ration, and carefully protected property
~ghts$ The entrepreneurs of [hat day c(~u]d expec[ few threats and much supp(M frtml g~wemment.” L{mis Galamtx~s and Jt~seph Pratt, The Rise
o/ the Corporate Commont~ealth: U.S. Business and Public Poli(y In the T\\entleth Century (New York, NY: Basic B(ri)ks, 1989), p. 23.
I TAlthouoh these va]ues were often Supp)rted more by rhetoric than practice, they were greatly popularized by the progressive nlovenlent,
which had itseheyday in the late 1800s. Members of the progressive movement helped to expose a number of scandals that linked politicians and
business, reinforcing American suspicions of government. Ironically, the reputati{m of big business was actually impr{wed, As Walsh notes,
“Laissez-faire ec(mmic [hmy seemed newly justified by the record of great cqxmate successes between 1889 and 1929. The role of G(wem ment in that development was discounted and its reputation tarnished. ” Annemarie Hauch Walsh, The Pub/ic’s Business: The Po/lti~.s and Prac’tlces q/ Goiernnterrr Corpotwnons (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1978), pp. 25-26. See also, David Vogel, ‘bGiwemment-industry Relati(m ships in the United States. An Overview, “ in Stephen Wilks and Maurice Wright (cds. ), Compararil’e (;o\ernn/er~f-/nd~dsrr} Re/a/ions (oxf(ml
Clarend(m press, 1987), ch. 5.
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four areas where the government intervened to
channel market activities—antitrust law, regulatory policy, information policy, and trade policy.
Antitrust law, for example, was codified with
the passage of the Sherman Act of 1890. Building
on common law prescriptions that dated from the
1840s, this act sought “to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies.” The Sherman Act was somewhat ambiguous. however, because it did not describe which
particular practices constituted either “a restraint
on trade” or “an attempt to monopolize. ” Nor did
the act provide an institutional mechanism to undertake investigations or enforce the law. 18
Instead, responsibility for implementation was
left to the courts, and notification of violations
was made the responsibility of the damaged parties. Given such ambivalence, it is clear that the
Sherman Act was not meant to be anti business nor
anticapitalist. On the contrary, the act opposed
trusts and other forms of big business precisely
because they were anticompetitive and their behavior precluded other businesses from fully participating in the market economy. It was widely
believed that if the monopolistic practices of business could be curbed, there would be less reason
for government to intervene in the economy. 19
Regulatory policy created a similar dilemma
for government. The railroads were the first in line

for regulation because of their central role in the
20
nation’s economy. When overbuilding and cutthroat competition at the turn of the century led
railroad owners to resort to anticompetitive practices, such as pooling arrangements and discriminatory pricing, the public called for reform. As in
the case of antitrust, there was little agreement on
how to proceed. Some favored cartelization, and
called on government to enforce pooling arrangements. Such an approach, however, would not
have been politically acceptable. At the other extreme was nationalization, which was out of the
question, given American political culture and the
costs involved.21 After much debate, Congress
adopted a hybrid solution-the independent regulatory commission. This approach left business in
private hands, while limiting the potential for monopoly abuse (see box 7-4).
In contrast to antitrust and regulatory policy,
which were inspired by turn-of-the-century
events, the government’s use of information
policy to structure markets dates back to the
founding of the nation itself.22 Operating as a
common carrier, the government used its postal
monopoly not only to disseminate information,
but also to assure that there would be equitable access to it. Policies relating to the distribution of
newspapers were key to early commerce. Newspapers carried most of the business news, and also

I H SL,ch ~OW ~r~ ~,erc ,)n IY pr,)~ ided in 1914 under [he Clay[tm Antitrust ACI, which established the Federal Trade ctmm~issi(~n.
l“BecaL1\e ~hc Shcmlan Act was ~ague, II was ~)~-n to IIkral interpretation.

Thus, w ]th few exceptions, it Was not applied against ‘Xis[ing

Althf~ugh it outlawed cartels, trusts, and pmling, it permitted mergers thr(mgh holding c(mlpanies and vertically integral~’d cx )rp mitl~ ms. In th~ Wmrl(ti that followed the passage of the Sberman Act, there was a rash of ht~r-iz[mtal nlergers. several years later, when
this approach prtJ\ cd unsuccessful, these holdlng ctmlpanies were replaced by vertically integrated fim~s. See Galambos and Pratt, op. cit..
fo(muw 16: and Fllgstein, op. cit., ftmtnote 15.
huflncss :irrangcnwnts.

20 T1-ic railroads presented government with a special case. Although the railroad magnates were c(msidered to be guilty of stmle of the wi)rst
nmhct-related abuses, most Pe{)ple recognized that a national rail system was critical for economic grow[h and development. The railroads,
c\ cry (me rccognlm-i, had made it p)ssible to (pm up the West, a fact that had led the gtwemment 10 subsidi~e their dm’eh~pment [hr{w:h huge
grants and other financial benefits. The Union Pacific Railroad, for’ example, was given 12 milli(m acres t~f land, uhile the Central Pacific
reccl; Cd 1 I rnllll<m. Railroad Perfomlance continued to affecl all other aspects of ec(momic 1 ife. The na[ion’s financial markets, for example,
w crc grca[l~ mfttmced by ral I road financing, and commodity prices were directly I inked to railroad rates. See L.C. A. Knowles, E“cononrl(
l)c~ c/~)pmerrf in NIrrefeenfh Cerrfur-?$: ~“rmr~e, [;ermarr), Rus.rlu and fhe (ln~led .SIarc\ (New }’(wk, NY. Augustus M. Kelley Pub] ishers, Reprints
~Jf Ec(~nilnlw Cl;issIcs, 1 967), pp. 91-93.
Iiin(l

~’ ~;ulan~bos and Pratt, op. cit., footnote 16, pp. 91-93,
‘~ Sce G~lrcIon H(x)k. 7’hc Crc[ifr(m (!t the Arrrerl[an Replihlr(, 1776-1787 (Chapel HIII, NC Unl\crsit} of N(~rth Carolina Press, 1959).
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To regulate the railroads, the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) was established in 1887 with the
passage of the Interstate Commerce Act. Its overall mission was to assure that rates were “just and reasonable” In addition, price discrimination and pooling arrangements were prohibited To carry out this mandate, the President was to appoint five commissioners who were to serve for 6 years Although the ICC responded to the immediate call for government action, its impact on business practices was quite limited.
Having little expertise, scanty information, and no investigative authority, the ICC lacked the wherewithal to
effectively execute its role.

1

The ICC’S impact over the long term was, however, much more significant. It not only set an important
precedent for regulatory intervention, but it also helped to firmly establish the principles of common carriage and equal access to essential facilities Moreover, despite the ICC’S failings, it served as the organizational model for the regulation of a number of subsequent technologies.

1 LouIs Galambos and Joseph Pratt, The Rise of fhe Corporafe Comrnonwea/fh U S Business ar-df’ubhc Pohcy m (he Twentle(h
Century (New York, NY Basvc Books, 1989), pp 57-59
SOURCE

Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994

provided the fastest and cheapest way of gathering
information. 23 In 1836, the Post Office also inaugurated postal express services to speed information-especially market intelligence—in advance
of the regular stagecoach mails.24
The laws to protect intellectual property rights,
also authorized by the Constitution, were de-

signed to foster information dissemination. James
Madison—the principal author of the intellectual
property clause—was aware of the monopolistic
connotations of such a governmentally granted,
exclusive right. However, he distinguished the
American system of intellectual property rights
from previous ones that he believed to be more

23 Perhaps tie C]earest expression of the government policy to promote the widespread dissemination of news was the postage-free exchange of newspapers among printers. Long before the advent of press associations, editors obtained nonlocal information by culling out-oftown newspapers, their so-called exchanges. In an arrangement that today’s journalists might find foreign and offensive, the government in
essence operated the nation’s news-gathering services. These printers’ exchanges furnished most nonloeat news throughout the first half of the
19th century. See, for a discussion, Richard B. Kielbowicz, “ne Press, Post Office, and the Flow of News in the Earl y Republ ic,’’~oumal o~ (he
Early Republic, vol. 3, fall 1983, pp. 255-280.
24

NeWSpa~rs Could send slips postage-free; other mailers paid triple the regular rates. PoIicymakers

assumed that newspapers could there-

by obtain timely market intelligence through the government-subsidized service, making it available to all readers and thereby counteracting
the advantages enj)yed by speculators who had access to private communication channels. Public support for such policies intensified as the
nation expanded westward. Postal debates reflected a concern about the issue of equitable access m inf(mnati(m. See Richard B. Kielbowicz,
‘“Modernization, Communicati(m Policy, and the Geo@itics Of News, 1820- 1860,” Critica/ Studies in Mass Communications, vol. 3, March
1986, pp. 21-35.
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pernicious. 25 To avoid the evils of monopoly,

Madison intended that the exclusive rights afforded by copyright be narrowly circumscribed;
owned by “many” and “granted for only limited
26
periods of time. " The role of the government
was also confined to that of registrar; it was up to
the holders of intellectual property rights themselves to monitor infringements and enforce their
own rights .27 Despite the Founding Fathers’
intentions, however, the issue of how to bound
these rights, and the role of the government with
respect to them, has repeatedly reemerged as intellectual property rights were extended to incorporate new technologies.28
The government’s inconsistency with respect
to market rules and regulations was most apparent
in the case of trade and tariff policy. Although
Americans strongly supported free market com-

petition in the domestic marketplace, this was not
true with respect to foreign trade. Until World War
II, the United States was the most protectionist industrialized country in the world.29 This protectionist stance was justified on a number of
grounds—the need to raise revenues, protect infant industries, and defend against cheap foreign
labor. 30 However, the country position on tariffs
also needs to be understood in terms of the overriding concern at the time about integrating the nation and developing a national market. It is likely
that the economic costs of high tariffs were difficult to perceive. Consumers enjoyed an ever-increasing number of products at increasing y lower
prices, as a result of a national market that could
support mass production.31 It was much later, after the U.S. economy had grown sufficiently to be
integrated into the world economy, that the United
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States became the leading advocate for free
trade. 32
Today, these four market-related policy mechanisms are overlapping because of the convergence
of information and communication technologies
and the shift to a knowledge-based, global economy. For example, trade policy can no longer be
considered apart from information, regulatory,
and antitrust policies. Increasingly, it is not tariffs
per se, but rather nontariff barriers— such as data
protection laws, regulatory rules of interconnection, and domestic cooperative business relationships—that serve as constraints on trade. Similarly, the resolution of antitrust disputes increasingly
revolves around issues having to do with intellectual property rights, regulatory policies, and
whether or not there is a global consensus on antitrust rules. For example, whether an electronic
business network constitutes an antitrust infringement might depend on the way that standards are
set, and/or the way that intellectual property rights
and privacy laws are applied to commercial networked information systems.
Determining how to apply traditional market
rules and regulations is also likely to be problematic in the future. Electronic business networks
fall somewhere between the classical notions of

markets and firms. While serving to enhance efficiency and effectiveness, they can shape the structure and functioning of the marketplace in profound ways. Because of the many interdependencies entailed in networks (whether social or
technological), their mode of operation often conflicts with the prerequisites for competitive markets.33 Members of business networks, for example, are not “price-takers” as classical theory
would dictate .34 At the turn of the century, economic actors sought to control future prices and
reduce their transaction costs by vertically integrating their activities within a corporation; today,
many businesses are hedging against the future by
establishing long-term commitments through networking .35
In developing such networks, members are motivated by both social and economic factors. 36
Studies show, for example, that businesses will
accept a cost disadvantage in selecting suppliers.
Instead of seeking the lowest cost provider, they
prefer to deal with suppliers with whom they have
ongoing relationships. Similarly, in selecting
partners for a strategic alliance, businesses often
choose to work with people they have known and
dealt with for a considerable period of time. 37

~z See Robert Gilpm, Tile Po//I/tw/ E(WMWI.Y d /t~/crnati<jna/Re/a/ions (Princeton, NJ: Princtmm University press, 1987). At [he end of the
19th century, the dcba[e ahmt tariffs ;ilso k>~iilll~ mtcrtwirml w Ith the issue of antitrust. The debate t(xk place along party lines. Republicans
under the RtMmevclt Admlnlstra[i(m pushed had !(lr antitrust regulation, but fawmxi high tariffs. Derm)crats, on the t)ther hand, adamantly
opp)sed the Sherman Act, arguing [hat it was high tariffs, not PNd ing and cartel arrangements, that gave rise to competitiveness prt~blems. If
tariffs were lowered, they ctmttmded. trusts w {mid face cmmgh c(mqxtition from abroad. Many years later it was the Repuhllcan Adn~inistratitm, under president Reagan, that— In its effort to Iimil the SCOFC of antitrust infringements-argued a very similar case.
1~ see crl~tlm{) An[f)nelll .’~c E~fJnonllc n~ory of lnf(mmati(m Networks, in Cristiant~ Ant(mell i (cd.), 7’he fi”conornlc$ 0/ /n/Ornlfili(jn
Nefi~orks (Arrlsterciam, The Netherlands North Holland, 1992), pp. 5-29.
~~ AS noted by H1rschrllM “Llnder pcrfe~t ~(~nlpctili(>n there is m) r(xml for bargaining, Ilcgotiati(m, rcnlonstrati(ms
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and the various (~perat(ws that c(mtracl together need not enter into recurrent or c(mtinuing relati(mships as a result of which they would get it)
kn(nv each other wel l.’” Albert 0. Hirschman, ‘“Rival Interprctali(ms of Market St)ciety: Civilizing, Destructive, or Feeble’?’’./ourna/ o/ E{wnon~i[ Lilerarure, vol. 4, N(). 20, p. 1473.
~s G. H(xigson, Etononll(.s and /ns[l(ul{(ms (Can]br@c, UK: P(dity Press, 1988), p. 209. See also Jay B. Barney and William G. ouchi,
‘“Basic C(mcepts,”’ in Jay B. Bamcy and Wil I]am G. Ouchl (eds. ), Organicariorud Econonucs (San Francisco, CA, Jossey-Bass Publ ishm,
1986), pp. 2425.
36 see Mark (jranove((er, “~~ old a n d the NCW S(K’IOIOOy” “
b , I n Frledland and Roberts(m, op. cit., footnote 6; and Mark Granovettcr, “Ect)mm~ic Action and St~ial Structure: The pr(~hlen] of Embeddedrwss,” in Mark Granovetter and Richard Swedberg (eds. ), The .!k(io/ogy (~ k’conomic l.ij~ (Boulder, CO: Westvimv Press, 1992).
37 Sce Marl{) Benassi, ‘“orgm iza[ional perspectives of Strategic Alhances* “ in Gemot Grabher, 7’/1c Embedded F-lrrn: On 7-}le .S()~\()ct()n[Jttli{s @ Industrlol ,Vem orks (L(md(m, England R(mteledge, 1993), p. 104.
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Studies of innovation also show that innovation
tends to be greater when the relationships between
buyers and sellers is cooperative rather than competitive.38 Labor markets likewise often exhibit
these kinds of network characteristics.39
Business networks also violate the ideal condition for competitive markets that requires that
market information be symmetrically available.
Whereas in competitive markets the only information required is price, in business networks the
amount of information that needs to be shared is
much greater. 40 In some cases, this kind Of information exchange will be confined to the network, and thus can serve as a major competitive
advantage and a formidable barrier to market
entry. 41 In fact, it is clear that networks are often
designed precisely to play such a role.42
Some market problems relating to networked
information systems have already arisen—for example, multiple-listing services (MLSs) in the
real estate business. These networks are designed
not only to connect buyers and sellers, but also to
share the cost of searching facilities across a broad
base of users, Although such networks have existed for years, it is only recently that MLSs have
been computerized, allowing real estate informa-

tion to be updated on a daily basis. 43 Real estate
listings for a given area are pooled in a computer
database and distributed to realtors over an electronic network. Realtors use the system to preview houses for customers, allowing them to
compare homes according to a variety of criteria
without having to visit each one. Brokers are willing to share their listings because they reduce their
costs and receive a commission on each property
sold by another participating broker.44 Multiplelisting services are often administered by the local
Board of Realtors, which maintains and updates
the computer register. However, these systems are
not open to all brokers and a number of membership stipulations apply. 45 Restricted membership,
it is said, is designed to provide quality control.
On the other hand, those who are excluded from
such services often argue—and at times with the
courts’ concurrence-that closed MLSs give rise
to anticompetitive behavior.46
Multiple-party networking services not only
reduce search costs; they also allow transactions
and exchange to take place online. Computer reservation systems (CRSs) also provide such services. Travel agencies use these systems to select

w Marh Gran, )\ ~[ter .~c SocloIoglca I and Ec(~nonllc Approaches tO Labor Market ‘nai) ‘is” “ in Grant~\ ctter and Swedberg, op. cit., f~~{~tml[e 36, pp. 233-263.

4) See T. Scito\ sk),
4

‘“Two C(mcepts of Network External Ec(momies, “’Journal oj Pollncal Economy, April 1954, p. 150.

I Bmcc Kog(l[ Wel,lan Shari, and C,{)rd{)n walker, “Know]edge In [he Network and the Network as Kn(~~

ledge,”’ in Grabher. op. cit., f{){)t-

n(ltc 37, p. 77,
‘z For a dlscusslt)n, see R(hln Mansell, “lnfomlati(m, Organization, and Competitiveness: Networking Strategies in the 1990s,” In Ant(~nclIi, t)p. cit., f(x)tnf)te 33, pp. 2 I 7-227.
43 As L(lpatha and Slnlons ~)in[ out, manually (perated multiple-listing services date back to the early 1900s. Like many {)f the other indu\try wide organl~a[ ional arrangements that came Into existence about this time, multiple-listing services were designed to bring (waler, and thu\
greater efficltmc~, to the mdustg thnmgh the establishment of some agreed-up(m standards and practices, See John E. Lopatka and Jt)w’ph J,
Sirmm, “’Real Es[ate Multlple Listing Services and Antitrust Revisited, ‘“ in Steve S. Wildman and Margaret Guerin-Ca]vert, E/c(fronli .$er~ I{c \
,Net\\orks: A lllt~ines~ and Pub/it Pol\{y Challenge (New York, NY: Praeger, 1991), pp. 207-208.
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and book flights. These systems are so efficient
that they have become essential for doing business. 47 Today, there are four national CRS providers that serve over 95 percent of all travel agents. 48
When deployment achieves such levels, the electronic network can truly be said to represent the
market.
The first computer reservation systems—
SABRE and APOLLO-were established by the
two largest airline companies, American and
United. Because these companies had already developed their own internal reservation systems
and had large markets, they were able to use these
systems to both increase efficiency and gain strategic competitive advantage. 49 S ince travel agents
used CRS terminals and data that were provided
by the airlines themselves, their selection of
flights was often biased in favor of the provider’s
airline service. The airlines not only listed their
own services first, but they also provided bonuses
to agents on the basis of volume sales. In addition,
the prices that American and United charged to allow others to post flights on their CRS systems
discriminated against competitors. Antitrust actions led the Civil Aeronautics Board, in 1984, to
establish rules prohibiting display bias; limiting
the terms of CRS contracts with travel agents to 5
years; and prohibiting discriminatory pricing with
respect to both booking fees and access charges.

However, despite these rules, previous market
patterns have persisted, suggesting that there are
still significant barriers to entry .50
Although automated teller machine (ATM) networks are now operated on a relatively open and
shared basis, they have, like other electronic markets, run into antitrust problems51 (see box 7-5).
In the case of ATMs, the problem is with pricing.
ATM networks are operated as joint systems comprised of a networking service provider, who provides electronic funds transfer services; and ATM
sponsors, such as banks or other financial service
providers, who own and operate the ATMs.
Whenever customers use an ATM to access the
ATM of a different sponsor, the network provider
receives a switching fee from the first ATM owner.
That same owner also has to pay a service fee to
the sponsor of the ATM accessed by the customer
through the network. ATM owners may also pay
the network provider a fixed fee for access to the
network, as well as a royalty fee for each ATM
card issued.52 The ATM providers may, in turn,
charge the customer a fee for the ATM card, a fee
for each transaction, and a fee for accessing a foreign ATM sponsor. Whether or not ATM sponsors
should be free to set rates independent y of the network service provider is an extremely controversial issue. Network providers argued that fixed,
universal rates are necessary for the effective func -

~? Estlnla[es are that Using CRSS, alrllne ~onlpanlcs have been able [(J reduce (he C(M[S of making a reservation fr(ml $7.50 It) $0.50, whli~
travel agencies have increased [heir pr(xiuctivity by as much as 43 percent. See Margaret E. Guerin-Calvert and Roger G. Nell, “Ctmlpuwr
Reservation Systems and Their Network Linkages to lhe Airline Industry, “ in Wildrnan and Guerin-Calvert, ibid., p. 147.
48 Andrew, N. Klel[, ‘hcolllputer Res~rvati~m Sys[ems: Conlpetllion” Misunderstood, “’ Antitrusr Bu//c;in, vol. 32, winter 1992, pp. 833-861.
-W Ibid. see also D COP.land and j, McKenney, “Air]ine Reservation SyS(enlS: LeSS(JnS fron~ History,’” MIS Quarterly, vol. 12, N(). 3, September 1988, pp. 353-370; and U.S. Department of Transpwtati(m, S@v qfAir/ine Compufer Reser\at/on Sysfems (Washingt(m, DC U.S.
G(wemrnent Printing Office, May 1988).
50 Guerln.Ca]ve~ and N()]], op. cil, f(~)tnote 47, pp. 1 ~- 187
f I ~crc ~,ere a nurllber of reasons ~ hy ATM network

provld~rs found it in their interest to have c(mlpatible syslenls. lnlcrc(mnccli(m al-

lowed banks to gain ec(mtm~ies t~f scale, increasing the rate of usage while averaging operating costs. In additi(m, providers were able to offer
services t~utside of [heir local marketing areas. Alan Gart, “HOW Technology 1s Changing Banking,” Journa/ ofRetai/ Bank~ng, spring 1992,
v(J. xiv, No. 1.
‘z Richard J. Gilbert, “on the Delegatitm of Pricing Authority in Shared Automatic Teller Machine Networks, “in Wildman and Gucrin-Cal \ m. op. cit., f(x~tm)te 43, pp. 114-144. As noted by Richard Mitchell, these fees can add up for muhiregi(mal banks that have to pay membership
fees ft~r a variety t)f networks. Richard Mitchell, “Electr(mic Payments Services: Watershed in EFT Cons(d idati(m,” Bank MfJnagcnIcnl, oct(hcr
1992, pp. 73, 76.
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Automated teller machine networks (ATMs) also function as electronic markets, providing both automated and networked banking services These networks reduce the costs of executing transactions by alIowing banks to shorten teller hours and build smaller and fewer branches At the same time, consume
gain by having much more convenient banking services, with access 24 hours a day from a number of different providers across a wide geographic area
While initially slow to take off ATMs have greatly increased in popularity 1 By 1990, there were 45,0(
ATMs deployed, as compared to only 2,000 in 19732 As usage Increased, so did the number and variety
competitors seeking to provide ATM services Nonbank financial restitutions such as Visa, Mastercard, Plus,
and Cirrus quickly entered the fray Being unregulated, these financial service providers had the advantage
of being able to offer nationally based services More recently, providers of data-processing services a
getting into the market In the fall of 1992, for example, EDS announced its intention to enter the electron
funds transfer market, deploying 10000 ATM machines by 1995, while Affiliated Computer Systems noted
its plans to Increase its ATM base during the same period from 800 to 5,0003 To maintain their market posi
tion existing ATM owners are seeking to differentiate their services by adding value, and to establish a n
tional platform and reduce their costs by entering into mergers and alliances Leading the way i S Electron
Payments Services (EPS), a joint venture of four major banking companies

4

Today’s enhanced ATM services attest to this growing competition ATMs are now available in almost any
locale—bank premises urban streets, airports, shopping malls, gas stations, universities, and hospital
Moreover the range of services offered iS expanding all the time Customers can obtain cash, transfer
funds across accounts make deposits, and obtain cash balances using the latest technology

5

In son

cases they can communicate with bank personnel via interactive video, pay bills, and make nonbank pur
chases of such things as stamps, subway cards, and even gift certificates. 6ATM services can also be a
cessed Internationally By negotiating across shared ATM networks, for example, Hong Kong Bank now
allows customers to get cash at 120,000 ATMs in 50 countries Similarly, Citibank provides cash access
from 150000 machines worldwide

7
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tioning of the network and to promote ATM
usage; others, in particular ATM sponsors, contend that rate-setting, when imposed by network
providers, is anticompetitive. Court rulings on the
issue to date have been inconsistent. However,
these kinds of cases will likely increase in the future, given the increase in competition.53
Sorting out these issues in an environment of
virtual corporations and electronic commerce will
become extremely difficult, requiring concurrent
expertise in such areas as antitrust law, regulatory
policy, networking technology and standards development, intellectual property and privacy law,
and trade policy. Given the complexity of the issues, the economic costs of institutional failure,
and the tendency of people to continue to view situations through the lens of old paradigms, Congress might want to establish a Commission or authorize a major study to analyze the implications
of conducting business via electronic networks
and enterprises for market rules and regulations.
In the past, national commissions have been especially useful in focusing the nation’s attention
on issues, such as electronic commerce, that are
likely to have a broad impact on everyone.54 The
costs of setting up a commission are relatively
small. Because national commissions are generally established to deal with a specific set of problems and have a limited tenure, there is virtually
no risk of generating an enduring, and eventually
unnecessary, government organization. Moreover, because commissions are temporary and
unique in nature, they can often attract outstanding individuals with broad experience who would

not be available on a long-term basis. This would
be especially important in understanding the longterm market implications of electronic commerce
because the range of knowledge that is required is
so broad, and experts in the field are unlikely to
have a basis for association and interaction. By
heightening the public’s awareness of a problem
and by engaging the public to debate its solution, a
commission to examine electronic commerce
could also serve an important legitimating function at a time when the economy is undergoing
such fundamental change; when government and
the private sector are reconsidering and reworking
their relationships; and when firms need to rethink
and revise how they conduct their businesses. 55
One model that might be followed in setting up
a commission is that of the National Commission
on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted
Works (CONTU). This commission was established as part of an effort to comprehensively revise U.S. copyright law in the light of technological change and the greatly enhanced value of
information. Following 3 years of deliberation,
the commission presented its recommendations to
Congress; many were incorporated into the 1986
Copyright Act, thereby extending copyright
protection to computer software. 56

OPTION B: Restructure the Organizational
Basis for Communication Decisionmaking
Decisions about the structure of the marketplace
are not necessarily made deliberately. Often such
choices result from decisions made in what might

53 For an econonllc” analysls of these issues, See Gilbert, ibid. For a discussion of the legal cases,

see also, Karen L. Grimm and David A.

Balto, “HOW the Antitrust Lawrs Limit Pricing Policies of Shared ATM Networks,” Banking LuwRe\’iet~’, vol. 4, winter 1992, pp. 15-24, In NaItond Bank Corporation ]’. Visa USA, the court upheld the right of the network to fix credit card interexchange fees, whereas in Flrsl Texas
.%tin~s Asso(iafion v. the Court held that, when an ATM network has marketpower, it could fix fees only if, at the same time, it allowed ATM
owners to imp~se surcharges or rebates. In Va//ey Bank ~’. P/us Syslem, Inc., the court concluded that it was not necessary to fix fees, since a
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SJ For ~)ne discussion of the role ~) fconlnlissi{)ns, see Frank Popper, The President’s Commission (New y(~rk Ny: Twentieth centu~ Fund!
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5S Ibid,
M see Flna/ Reporl ~~ !}le Nat\~na/ conlnll.~sitjn on Ne\\ Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (Washington, DC: Libraw of Congress,
1979),
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appear to be a totally different arena. Because
communication and information technologies undergird all social and economic activities, the
"spillover effects” of regulatory policies can have
far-reaching consequences. In a knowledge-based
economy, special care will be needed to ensure
that regulatory policies are responsive to, and consistent with, national economic and social goals.
One major problem that has prevented such policy
reconciliation in the past has been the extremely
fractionated nature of the U.S. communication
policy decisionmaking process. To avoid these
problems in the future, a more coherent policymaking process will be needed.
The Clinton Administration has taken a number of steps in this direction. Acknowledging the
critical importance of the national information infrastructure (NII) in a global knowledge-based
economy, the Administration has recently laid out
a vision for its development. To assist in articulating and implementing this vision, a National Information Infrastructure Task Force (IITF) has
been established. Membership includes high-level representatives of all federal agencies having a
major role to play in the development and application of information technologies. Input from the
private sector will be channeled through an advisory council of key stakeholders including industry, labor, academia, public interest groups, and
state and local governments. In addition, the IITF
has established an electronic bulletin board system that will provide IITF schedules, committee
reports, and public minutes of meetings.57 The

White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP), together with the National Economic Council, is responsible for directing the operations of the Task Force, with the Secretary of
Commerce acting as Chair.58 Much of the staff
work will be carried out by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA) of the Department of Commerce.
Although the IITF represents a major step forward in the development of a coherent communications policy, in keeping with other national
policy goals, it is questionable whether such an ad
hoc process can resolve the jurisdictional problems that traditionally have characterized U.S.
communication policymaking over the long
term. 59 These problems will only be exacerbated
in the future, given the continued convergence of
technology across industry and policymaking
boundaries, the greatly enhanced value of information, and the globalization of the communication marketplace. A more permanent, organizational solution may be required in order to
consider communication policy in terms of all of
its social and economic ramifications.
One possible organizational option, for example, would be to formally designate NTIA as the
lead agency to coordinate national communication policy. NTIA, in the Department of Commerce, is a likely candidate. In 1978, Executive
Order 12046 established NTIA to “provide for the
coordination of the telecommunication activities
of the Executive Branch. ’*Go NTIA has itself pro-

51 //7,~- C’~olnlltlee Report, DCC. ~, 1993.
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posed this option in its report, NTIA Telecom
2000, 61 arguing that the current organizational
structure for communication policy suffers from
an outlook that:
m

■

●

often tends to be reactive and skewed toward
achieving short-term objectives;
focuses too much on the status quo; and
is too concerned with balancing particular interests, rather than
with long-range policy planning. 62

According to NTIA, the present, fragmented
decisionmaking process encourages stakeholders
to shop around for the policy forum in which they
are likely to receive the most sympathetic hearing.63 An executive branch agency, it is argued,
can be more proactive than an independent agency
such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Moreover, an executive branch
agency can more successfully bring together a
cross-disciplinary depth of skills and command
greater acceptance and respect within both the
government and the private sector than can the
FCC, which has a narrowly conceived regulatory
(and some would say deregulatory) role.64
The idea of transferring authority from independent agencies to the executive branch as a

means of enhancing policy coordination is not a
new idea. A number of Presidential commissions
created to analyze the organization of government
have recommended such a realignment of power.. 65 One of the most recent was the Ash Council
established by President Nixon in 1969. It criticized the independent regulatory commissions for
being neither responsive to the public interest nor
coordinated with national policy. 66 It is important
to note, however, that in prescribing the integration of a number of independent agencies, the Ash
Council made an exception of the FCC. It argued
that FCC should remain independent, given the
sensitive role that it has played with respect to the
mass media.67
Were NTIA to play a greater role in policymaking, its staff and resources would clearly need to
be upgraded. Only recently—with a strong Presidential vision of the NII and a Democratic majority in the Congress—has NTIA shown an ability
to address a consistent national communication
policy. Nor has the NTIA been successful in performing the former Office of Technology Policy
(OTP) task of coordinating the U.S. communication policy position for presentation in international policy fora.

61 According to NTIA: ‘.The Executive Branch should have the authority to eskddid policy, while the FCC should remain the agency for
inlp/ementa/ion ofpo/icy [emphasis in the original ].” It should be noted that, if this proposal were adopted, the executive branch and legislative
agencies would, in effect, be reversing their traditional roles.
c$’2 us. ~pa~ment of Co m m e r c e , National Te]ecommunicati(ms and lnfm-mati(m

A d m i n i s t r a t i o n , NTIA Te/ecom 2~: Charling t/le

Cour.sejtir a New Century (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1988), p. 165.
63 Ibid.
fJq Ibid., pp. 167-172.
65 For example, in its reP)~ to Congress, the Brown]ow” Commission, established under President Roosevelt, recommended that 100 independent agencies, administrations, boards, and commissions be integrated into 12 executive departments. The report was particularly critical of
the independent regulatory agencies, characterizing them as the “headless fourth branch of Government.” The first HooverC(mmlissi(m, set up

after World War 11, made similar recommendations, arguing that the executive branch ought to be reorganized to create an integrated, hierarchical structure with the President as an active manager. So, too, did the J.M. Landis Report on Reguhn-y Agencies w Ihe Presidenf E/eel, U.S.
Senate, 1960. See, for a discussion, The Federal Executive Establishment: Evolution and Trends,” Library of Congress, C(mgressi(mal Research Service, prepared for the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, May 1980. See also Ronald C. Moe, “The Two Hoover Commissions in Retrospect,” Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, Nov. 4, 1981.
M “A New Regulatory Framework: Report on Selected Independent Regulatory Agencies,” The President Advisory Council (m Executive Organization, 1971. For a discussion, see M(w, op. cit., footnote 65; see also Harvey Mansfield, “Reorganizing the Federal Executive
Branch: The Limits of institutionalization,” Luw and Contemporary Prob/ems, vol. 35, summer 1970, pp. 460-495.
67“A New

Regulatory Framework,’”

op. cit., footrmte 66, pp. ~1 -~.
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The FCC would most likely oppose a transfer
of any authority to the executive branch. Members
of congressional committees responsible for FCC
oversight, who in the past have protected their jurisdictions in this regard, are also likely to oppose
such a measure. 68 Given the historical litany of
complaints against independent regulatory commissions, their continued longevity in the face of
such criticism attests to the strength of congressional stakeholder opposition to any change.69
The FCC could also serve as the central l0CUS of
policymaking. Established by the Communications Act of 1934, FCC was designed, in part, to
implement the act “by centralizing authority heretofore granted by law to several agencies. ”70
However, the mushrooming of other agencies and
authorities to deal with burgeoning communication and communication-related issues has seriously challenged FCC’s role in this regard.
Created as an independent agency, FCC is
linked and responsible to the legislative, rather
than to the executive, branch.71 Because it is the
job of the legislature to make policy, it can reasonably be argued that FCC should be assigned the

task of reconciling national communication
policy objectives and jurisdictional disputes on a
day-to-day basis. This legislative connection
might also serve to ensure that, when developing
communication policy, a broad range of interests
are taken into account. Because compromise is inherent in the congressional environment, the legislative perspective is often eclectic and inclusive
of many minority points of view.72
This tendency to be all-embracing, however, is
both a strength and a weakness of the FCC. The
congressional focus on winning political favor
and fashioning political compromises can serve to
put the brakes on any major policy departures. 73
Some might also take issue with the option of
transferring considerable policymaking authority
to FCC on grounds of democratic theory, which
requires that policy organizations be held directly
accountable to the public for their actions. 74 Although shifting this authority to FCC would not
shield the policymaking process from public influence, it might change the nature and process of
the debate about policy issues.

68 AS Moe has ~)lnted (Jut, .’congres~ is not well t)rg~lzed [{) deal wi[h abstract principles, such as a unified e~ccuti~ e branch. me ~(~nln~iltee structure is m(we appropriate for dealing with specific problem areas and with distinct units w ithin the executive branch. .Glvcn its c(mstltuti(mal p)wer m establish units in the executive branch, and given its instituti(mal tendency to seek influence in the rnah ing of agcnc> Pdlc),
C~mgress increasingly has been inclined to create agencies which have a high degree of independence from Presidential supcm ]Sitm.” Moe, (Jp,
cit., f[x}tnote 65, p. 12.
69 See G Ien (), Robinson” (cd,), C’onvnun/~a(lons
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general dlscussi(m of independent regulatory agencies, see U.S. Congress, Senate C(mm)it[ee on Governmental Affairs, SII/dY on Fedcra/ Re<q u/al~on i’. Regu/alory Organi:aflon, prepared Pursuant to S. Res. 7 I (Washingt(m, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1977).
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a~encles, More recent]y the argun}ent has ken nlade that, instead of being protected fr(ml abuse and invidious influences, th~ ct)n]n]l~s]t~n toml
helps to assure that different wews WI]] be taken into account at the highest agency level. See Glen Rohins(m, “Re(~rganizing the Indcpcnckmt
Regulatory Agencies,”’ Vir~lnia Law Re\ie\\, vol. 57, September 1991, pp. 947-995.
7 ~ AS Glen Robinson” has ~)inted out, this tendency of Congress to be conservative is c(msidered by s(mle to be a bencftt. AS he n(~tes’ ‘“F(N
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cc(m(m~ic problem-soluti(ms [hat often prove shor--sighted and ultimately mischievous.’” R{)bins(m, ibid., p. 358.
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If the FCC were assigned an enhanced role in
developing and coordinating national communications policy, it would clearly need more resources. Congress’ decision to deregulate the
cable industry has put a tremendous drain on the
commission’s staff. With the mounting public interest in the NII, the commission is also being
pressed to accept petitions and filings online. Although such a policy would clearly open the FCC
to a broader range of inputs, given present resources, it will surely lead to information overload. Given a broader range of issues to deal with,
the staff composition will also need to become
more interdisciplinary. Designed primarily to perform traditional regulatory functions, the FCC has
been dominated professionally by lawyers, engineers, and regulatory economists.
Over time, organizations develop a “mystique”
of their own that affects how the public, other
agencies, and Congress relate to them .75 Once established, the character of an organization is extremel y difficult to change, often requiring nonorganizational measures that expand an agency’s
constituency, the complete reconfiguration of administration systems, and a different mix of professional skills.76 Keeping these factors in mind,
it could be argued that—given the numerous problems experienced with the previous organizational arrangements for dealing with communication
policy, and the growing national importance of
communication issues—the time may be right to
create an executive agency specifically designed
to deal with communication policy. Depending on
the degree of prominence that Congress wants to
attach to such a mission, an agency might be struc-

75 AS Harold Seldnlan haS noted: “me quest

tured as an independent executive agency (like the
Environmental Protection Agency) or a Cabinetlevel department.77
As noted above, the virtues of the executive
branch form of organization have long been touted
by a number of scholars and commissions on governmental organization. Among the advantages
typically cited are: enhanced policy coordination;
greater efficiencies in division of responsibility
and the execution of tasks; greater accountability;
and greater ability to attract high-quality personnel.
Regardless of the merits of this option, establishing an executive department is not simple.
Historically, Congress has not been eager to create
new departments, often requiring an agency to
serve a period of apprenticeship before being promoted to the status of an executive department.
This reluctance is not surprising, given the close
interrelationships between the executive and legislative branches. Any major changes in the
executive branch are likely to have considerable
impacts on the distribution of power and responsibility in Congress. Thus, Congress has the ultimate say with respect to any significant organizational changes.
The states also might look askance at the creation of a Department of Communication. As early as 1789, they were concerned that the growth of
the executive branch would take place at the expense of their own authority and policymaking
prerogatives. It was for this reason, for example,
that the states opposed the establishment of the
Department of Education. Given this history, and

for C(x)rdination is in many respects the twentieth century equivalent Of the medieval ‘earch ‘or

the philosopher’s stone. If only we can find the right formula for coordination, we can reconcile the irreconcilable, harmonize compelling and

wh(dly divergent interests, overcome irrationalities in our government structure and make hard policy choices to which no one will dissent.”
Harold Seidman, Po/ilics, Position, and Power: The Dynumics oj’Federu/ Organization (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1980), p.
205.
76 Ibid.
77 Executive agencies resldlng (~utslde the
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were rare until the turn Of the 20th century, bec~m~ing increasingly Pr~)n~i-

nent after World War 11. Their growth parallels, in a sense, the growing complexity of society. Many independent agencies were established in
response to the Iobbyin: pressure of a particular constituency. Examples are the Departments of Agriculture, Labor, and Education. Others such
as the Environmental Protection Agency were created, in part, as a syrnbollc gesture to give prominence to a particular national concern. I bid.,
pp. 29-3 ]
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the number and intensity of recent disagreements
between the federal and state governments about
communication policy, the states might be averse
to setting up an executive agency for communication.
A number of other stakeholders are likely to be
ambivalent about creating a new agency to deal
with communication policy issues. Although
many may be frustrated by the lack of consistency
and coherence in the present situation, they have
learned how to operate effectively within it. The
establishment of a new agency would be fraught
with uncertainty. Since federal agencies have
often served to promote certain constituencies,

many stakeholders would oppose or favor an
executive branch agency for communication, depending on whether they thought it would enhance or detract from their particular interests.
In considering these options, however, it is important to remember that organizational change is
not a panacea and cannot substitute for real policy
agreement. Because of the connection between organizational structure and policy orientation,
stakeholders’ preferences concerning where the
organizational responsibility for coordinating
communication policy should 1ie are often colored
more by their policy preferences than their views
about public administration.78

78 AS descrl~d b} t~ne authority (m pub] ic administration: “’As a rule, htnvever, rcvwganizati(m prop)sals sht~uld have as their L)bjecll\e the
furtherance [~f s~mw puhllc FX)licy. Indeed, reorganizati(m appears to be a basic p~litical prc}cess thr(wgh which Individuals and gr(wps gain
p(~wcr and influence over others In order t{) achieve the social and political change the) c(msldcr desirable.” See Rtmald C, M(w, “Exccutl\ e
Branch Re(~rganllatl(m An oven iew, ” LlhraV of C(mgress, C(mgressi(mal Research Scr\ ice, 1978. p. 6.

